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Possibly you've discovered BlackBerry Enterprise Server (BES) Client Access Licenses (CALs) and
how most firms improve from it. The power of BES may make you think about its power. Still,
although the BES software's inner workings are new to you, what matters most to you as a client is
the authenticity of the software.

Legitimacy of BlackBerry Enterprise Server Client Access License Software. BlackBerry CAL
software won't usually work unless they 1) are legitimized by the servers also owned by the
manufacturer, or 2) include the required Blackberry licenses. Once you've confirmed these two
items, then you can be sure that the software you bought is legitimate.

When you have have decided to buy BES software, a BES company have the ability to place your
order automatically and send you the product electronically within one day to your BlackBerry.
Some establishments can deliver much quicker than that, but will require that you inform them if it is
a rush order. Furthermore, there are also BES providers that allow acquisition order in which
payment can be made at a later date.

The Number of Licenses You Should Acquire. However, identify BES companies that demand you
to buy a minimum number of licenses. Before you recognize it, you turn out buying more CALs than
you or your business truly requires. It's much better to search for a BES CAL company that will
enable you to acquire just those licenses that you will need, and then enable you to enhance to a
greater number of licenses should you decide to do so afterwards. In short, look for a provider that
won't give you any reason to spend more than what is needed.

Setting Up and Support. Install BES CAL is fairly quick compared to some numerous other server
software. For the most part, the server installation is automated. Some companies offer remote
installation of services. No matter what the size of your business establishment, this benefit can
spare you from many stress-induced headaches. Most BlackBerry Enterprise companies can
ensure that your server software will be up and performing within a day.

Trial Versions Available Online. A few server CAL companies present you a 30 - to 60-day trial
version of their server software. This permits you to see if the IT department of your business can
actually yield benefits from it. It's as simple as going over their websites and clicking on the button
that enables you to acquire their trial version.
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